The Main: A Novel

The Main is Montrealâ€™s teeming underworld, where the dark streets echo with cries in a
dozen languages, with the quick footsteps of thieves and the whispers of prostitutes. It is a
world where violence and brutality are a way of life. To the people of the Main, police
lieutenant Claude LaPointe is judge and jury, father confessor and avenging angel.
Montrealâ€™s police force has changed over time, but LaPointe has not. His commitment to
justice is total, as is his devotion to the Main and its underworld community. But when a
cold-blooded murderer invades LaPointeâ€™s territory, he is forced to examine his long-held
beliefs and secrets and to confront his own loneliness and mortality. With a cast of
unforgettable supporting characters and an unusual and remarkable hero, The Main is another
gripping tale of death and danger, of action and mystery, by the incomparable Trevanian.Look
for these other Trevanian classics from Three Rivers Press: The Eiger Sanction, The Loo
Sanction, Shibumi, and The Summer of Katya.
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Q & A is a novel by Vikas Swarup, an Indian diplomat. Published in , it was the author's first
novel. Set in India, it tells the rags to riches story of Ram Mohammad Thomas, a young waiter
who becomes the biggest. Main Street is a satirical novel written by Sinclair Lewis, and
published in Contents. 1 Plot summary; 2 Literary significance and criticism.
cavsbigplastic.com, Inc. Main Elements in a Novel. Setting: The background in which the
story takes place. There are several aspects to setting: (a) Place: This is. This steady, logical
evolution is the basic framework of any strong novel and will form the structure of the
formatted outline you'll begin in the.
The first thing you need to know about writing a novel is that there are Sure, you could make
your main character's sister a struggling writer.
Lash has four conflicts: â€¢ The main physical conflict is with Silk Johnson, the killer. â€¢
The second conflict is with his Quaker conscience as he tries to cope with the. The very first
word of your main story can be the name of your main protagonist. This helps your reader to
know, upfront, who the story is going. This structure makes it tough to tell which we should
consider the main conflict. Is this a book about a journalist fighting against corruption?.
The primary, or main, characters drive the story. It is their motivations and goals which move
the plot onwards and their presence which dictates. In addition, most novels that have other
types of conflicts as their main conflict may also have person versus person conflicts. People
tend to complicate things. The Story Foundation Trifecta: 3 Critical Elements Every Novel
Needs to Setting the story in the future; Including a love-triangle with the main. From Basic
Research to Applications OECD. A future feature could be to arrange for full scale sponsored
project development, starting with design and creation.
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Im really want this The Main: A Novel book My best family Brayden Yenter give they
collection of file of book for me. any pdf downloads at cavsbigplastic.com are can for anyone
who like. If you grab the book right now, you will be get a book, because, we dont know when
this pdf can be ready on cavsbigplastic.com. I suggest visitor if you like this pdf you should
buy the legal file of the book for support the owner.
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